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WELCOME to our 13th Annual Bull Sale. It seems like only yesterday that it was our first sale. It is with great pride and excitement that we
bring you this set of bulls. There is absolutely no doubt this is our very, very best set we have ever offered - BAR NONE. Yes we said that last year
and we hope and pray that GOD gives us the knowledge and ability to say the same thing next year and the years to come. Once again we would
like to welcome the Dostal family who has been with us for several years. A couple new additions are Kane and Jeff Warren along with Cody and
Tim Burke, all of which are not new to the cattle business. There is no doubt these operations know what it takes to raise high quality cattle and
are committed to the purebred industry.
In the past 13 years, a lot has changed in the purebred cattle industry as far as types and bloodlines and trends. No, we are not the largest breeders
out there in terms of numbers. We do strive to stay ahead of the game and keep on top of genetics to bring you the best bloodlines possible and
with multible breeds, all of which can help you maximize performance and profits in your herd. These bulls are bred to work in all different types
of environments no matter what part of the country you live in.
These cattle are bred for performance, maternal and disposition as well as eye appeal. There is no doubt these bulls will make replacement heifers
while still pushing down on the scale in the fall. Our cows are bred to work for us . These bulls are bred to work for YOU.
Thank you for your interest and the best to you all in 2020.
Wayne and Barb
****We are offering $100 per head off of each lot
if you take them home on sale day!
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Wayne & Barb Ohlrichs
c: 402.649.5804 c: 402.649.6911
55943 East Hwy. 275, Norfolk, NE 68701
www.ohlrichs.com

SALE LOCATION ...
OHL Ranch, 55943 East Hwy 275, Norfolk, NE 68701
** Located East of Norfolk on Hwy 275, North side

AUCTIONEER ...
Steve Bonham ........................................................405.823.2972

RINGMEN ...
Jeff Aegerter............................................................402.641.4696
Craig Talkington ....................................................785.623.1789

SALE CONSULTANTS ...
Kelvin Jorgensen ....................................................402.366.9475
Ryan Dunklau ........................................................402.369.2025
Jason Hansen..........................................................402.649.0500
Quinton Smola ......................................................402.641.3273
John Stoltz..............................................................402.843.8968
Jack Stoltz ..............................................................402.843.8992
Mark Core..............................................................641.780.4937
Tim Burke..............................................................402.750.0440
Dave Stoltz ............................................................402.709.7412

Guest Consignors ...
BURKE
SHOW
CATTLE

Tim, 402.750.0440
Cody, 402.649.9735

DOSTAL
CATTLE

Keith, 402.750.8219
Chris, 402.750.3811
Kurt, 402.649.7915

WARREN

Kane, 402.651.8897
Jeff, 402.639.5256

BREED REPRESENTATIVES ...
Blake Nelson, American Maine-Anjou Assoc. ........918.441.3433
Drew Feller, American Angus Assoc. ......................402.841.4215

SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ...
Vet, Dr Del Heftie
Catalog, Designs by Arin
Pictures & Videos, Kyla Fawcett and Derek Vogt
Meal, Lois Bowers and Joan Roberts
Clerking, Melinda Johnson
Sale Day Videos, Kate Siebrandt
FRIENDS and NEIGHBORS all through the year

Pictures & Videos will be online at
www.ohlrichs.com
& SConlinesales.com

NOTIFICATIONS ...
Not responsible for accidents. We will follow breeding terms and
conditions of each respective breed association. Current weights
and scrotals will be available on sale day.
**If you are not planning to take your new bull home the day of the
sale, please make arrangements with respective breeder at settlement for bull pickup or delivery.
OHL is retaining the rights to 1/4 semen interests and sales on all
OHL Bulls.

WATCH & BID
Ohlrichs & Friends COMMERCIAL MAN’S BULL SALE PG 3

The dam to this bull has no doubt been the cornerstone to our Angus bloodlines here at the OHL. She is the dam to not only Lot 1 but also to Lots 2 and
7. She is also the gramddam to Lot 6. If you are looking for a bull with performance, maternal abilities and lots of extra looks ... then this one checks all of those
boxes. This past fall we sold a full sister that was one of our high sellers in our
second online sale. His dam produced all of those
really good Lut bulls that we have raised in the past. BW ADJ. WW
736 lbs.
She has also produced a lot of half-blood Simmys as 91 lbs.
well. Needless to say, they work. We could talk about
this bull all day in terms of how well he is made. Both in phenotype and bloodlines, one word pretty well sums him up-exceptional. It matters not if you are a
purebred breeder or a commercial cattleman, this bull will get it done. We are
true believers that it does not matter what breed they are, a good one is a good
one. HE IS SPECIAL.
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OHL
GAME CHANGER 389-1G

01

03.09.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 389-1 \ Angus Bull
SIRE: SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303

DAM: OHL ANGEL 717-1

GAMBLES HOT ROD
SILVEIRAS ELBA 2520
TC FREEDOM 104
OHL SWEET DREAMS 917J

OHL
GEE WHIZ 2204G

02

03.06.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 2204 \ Angus Bull
SIRE: EXAR BLUE CHIP

DAM: OHL ANGEL 717-1

DAMERON FIRST CLASS
GREENS PRINCESS 1012
TC FREEDOM 104
OHL SWEET DREAMS 917J

We are not going to take a single thing away from this bull. His dam is the
same as Lot 1. Lots 2 and 7 are full brothers. Both are very similar in their design.
We have let very few daughters ever leave this place out of their dam. No matter
what breed we breed her to, it has always worked and that can sometimes be hard
to come by. These two Blue Chip bulls are really deep bodied with lots of muscle
and extra rib shape to them. If you are raising
females, bulls or the best commercial calves possible, BW ADJ. WW
702 lbs.
these two need serious consideration. It is going to be 91 lbs.
a lot of fun to run these two bulls across the scale
right before the sale. We think their weights will be more than impressive. The
POWER is just simply in the BLOOD.

Ohlrichs & Friends COMMERCIAL MAN’S BULL SALE PG 5

Take as much gamble out as possible by buying a future herd sire backed by
consistant never miss cow power. Plum Creek Annie Lu, a full sister to A.I. sire
Refresh, was not only a highly successful show heifer but more importantly has
become one of the hottest Angus females in the business producing multiple
heifer calves from $20,000 to $100K. When we saw Casino in Denver as a two
year old we knew we had to see what he and Annie
Lu would do. With just two calves born in 2019 it BW ADJ. WW
710 lbs.
resulted in a $20,000 heifer calf in the Boyert-Core 84 lbs.
fall sale and this good looking, stout built, highly
flexible rascal we named Black Jack. Using him will be like having an Ace in every
hand dealt! Ohlrichs and Core retaining 1/3 semen interest.
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CORE FARMS
ANNIE’S BLACK JACK 581

03

01.13.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 581 \ Angus Bull
SIRE: SAV BISMARCK 5682

GAR GRID MAKER
SAV ABIGALE 0451

GAMBLES HOT ROD
DAM: PLUM CREEK ANNIE LU 4472
SH MISS ANNIE LU 6087

04

Lot

05

Lot

OHL
GOAL TENDER 632G

04

03.09.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 632S \ Angus Bull
SAV BRILLIANCE 8077
PVF MISSIE 790
DAMERON FIRST CLASS
DAM: SULL KEYMURA’S CLASS 4083
SLL ES KEYMURA KATY 0084

SIRE: PVF INSIGHT 0129

OHL
GOALIE 507-4G

05

03.09.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 507-4 \ Angus Bull
SAV BRILLIANCE 8077
PVF MISSIE 790
DAMERON FIRST CLASS
DAM: SULL KEYMURA’S CLASS 4083
SLL ES KEYMURA KATY 0084

SIRE: PVF INSIGHT 0129

When we purchased the dam to these two bulls as a heifer calf, we had high hopes that she was going to be a new donor. She certainly
did not dissapoint us. After she had her first calf on the ground, we knew right away that we needed to get her flushed. These two bulls are
no doubt ones to raise bulls, females and add extra pounds to your calf crop. Both of these bulls have stout, square hips and lots of muscle
shape down their tops. You pick which one best suits you and your program. They are both the cattlemens kind. Just call them HERD
BUILDERS.”

Lot 4

BW

ADJ. WW

BW

ADJ. WW

89 lbs.

86 lbs.

757 lbs.

Lot 5

712 lbs.

Ohlrichs & Friends COMMERCIAL MAN’S BULL SALE PG 7

06

Lot

07

Lot

OHL
GOLD SMITH 6253G

06

03.23.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 6253 \ Angus Bull
SIRE: PVF BLACKLIST 7077
DAM: OHL ANGEL DUST 417-5

PVF INSIGHT 0129
PVF BLACKBIRD 3070
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102
OHL ANGEL 717-1

The granddam to this bull is also the dam to Lots 1, 2, and 7. This bulls dam
is a full sister to the numerous and good Lut sired bulls we have had in the past.
His sire Black List, is bred about as good as they get,
BW ADJ. WW
he is an Insight/ First Class. Add the pedigree from
89 lbs.
779 lbs.
his dam and it does not get much better than this.
From the ground up, this bull is built right. Big footed, stout square hip, and he
has softness of body with muscle. No doubt this one will make those high quality replacement heifers and add extra pounds going across the scale. No matter
what breed you raise, this bull will take you to the next level.
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OHL
GOLLY GEE 8126G

07

03.05.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 8126 \ Angus Bull
SIRE: EXAR BLUE CHIP
DAM: OHL ANGEL 717-1

DAMERON FIRST CLASS
GREENS PRINCESS 1012
TC FREEDOM 104
OHL SWEET DREAMS 917J

We are not going to take a single thing away from this bull. His dam is the
same as Lot 1. Lots 2 and 7 are full brothers. Both are very similar in their
design. We have let very few daughters ever leave this
BW ADJ. WW
place out of their dam. No matter what breed we
89 lbs.
630 lbs.
have mated her to, it has always worked and that can
sometimes be hard to come by. These two Blue Chip bulls are so deep bodied
with lots of muscle and extra rib shape to them. If you are raising females, bulls
or the best commercial calves you can these two bulls need serious consideration.
It is going to be a lot of fun to run these two bulls across the scale right before
the sale. We think their weights could be more than impressive. The POWER is
just simply in the BLOOD.

OHL
GUNNER 7263G

08

02.27.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 7263 \ Angus Bull
SIRE: LD CAPITALIST 316

CONNEALY CAPITALIST 028
LD DIXIE ERICA 2053

PLUM CREEK REFRESH 561A
DAM: LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 793
LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 317

Last spring when we started calving our heifers we were more than excited.
First for the new babies but also because of the quality of our first calf heifers.
7263 is just one of those several reasons ... why? You will see the bull calves
through this offering and that does not include the heifers we sold this past fall.
When you have a calving ease bull made like this and bred like him, our
recomendation is to buy him. His dam is sired by Refresh and goes back to the
very popular 5001 cow of Barry Hagemans, which
has had countless great ones. This bull from the BW ADJ. WW
77 lbs.
796 lbs.
ground up is made right. Big footed, smooth shouldered, good chested with plenty of muscle. THE REAL DEAL.

Ohlrichs & Friends COMMERCIAL MAN’S BULL SALE PG 9

Folks meet Burt and Earnie. No they are not off of Sesame Street, they are
from the OHL. They both have the same cool personality. Twin brothers and
what a set they are. We did split the two and they were raised on separate cows.
Not because their mother could not raise them, she could have. But we knew it
would be better for her. Really the only two main differences between the two
are that Burt is the baldy and was horned. Earnie is
all black and smooth polled. Both are big footed, BW ADJ. WW
721 lbs.
extremely sound, packed full of muscle and easy 96 lbs.
fleshing. They will both be a part of our MaineTainer
Pen of Three at the National Western in Denver. You decide which one will work
for your program and if you need two, buy them both. Burt and Earnie will
make you and us proud of them. They are COOL.

PG 10
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OHL
BERT 5219G

09

03.01.19 \ Horned \ BWF \ ID: 5219 \ 3/8 Maine & 2.25 Chi Bull
SIRE: NMR MATERNAL MADE

DAM: AFF CLARA

BPF MERCEDES BENZ
NMR 0-04X
GCC GOLD STANDARD X615
MISS 506U

OHL
EARNIE 4236G

10

03.01.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 4236 \ 3/8 Maine & 2.25 Chi Bull
SIRE: NMR MATERNAL MADE

DAM: AFF CLARA

BPF MERCEDES BENZ
NMR 0-04X
GCC GOLD STANDARD X615
MISS 506U

Folks meet Burt and Earnie. No they are not off of Sesame Street, they are
from the OHL. They both have the same cool personality. Twin brothers and
what a set they are. We did split the two and they were raised on separate cows.
Not because their mother could not raise them, she could have. But we knew it
would be better for her. Really the only two main differences are that Burt is a
the baldy and was horned. Earnie is all black and
smooth polled. Both are big footed, extremely sound, BW ADJ. WW
683 lbs.
packed full of muscle and easy fleshing. Both will be 84 lbs.
a part of our Mainetainer Pen of Thee at the National
Western in Denver. You decide which one will work for your program and if you
need two, buy them both. Burt and Earnie will make you and us both proud of
them. They are COOL.

Ohlrichs & Friends COMMERCIAL MAN’S BULL SALE PG 11

Folks here is a bull that will grab your attention every time. Not only is he
impressive to look at, he has performance and maternal running in his blood.
Starting at the ground he is big footed, good bodied, long spined, big hipped and
smooth shouldered. This is not the first good one his mother has had. A full sister, a year ago was named champion female many times. It is going to be exciting
to run this one across the scale at sale time to see what
his weight is. He has been a gaining fool. He will add
BW ADJ. WW
735 lbs.
extra pounds in the fall with a touch of class. GOOD 85 lbs.
BULL.

OHL JAJ
JOHNNY BE GOOD

02.10.19 \ Scurred \ Black \ ID: 903 \ 1/4 Maine & 3/4 Angus Bull
SIRE: SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303

DAM: JAJ HARD MOONSHINE
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GAMBLES HOT ROD
SILVEIRAS ELBA 2520
HARD WHISKEY
JAJ 2865

OHL
GOT MONEY 491G

12

03.09.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 491 \ 1/2 Maine-Anjou Bull
SIRE: DADDYS MONEY 55Z

GOET I 80
JSC VELVET 112W

OHL MILE MARKER 646Z
DAM: OHL TENDER MOMENTS 491B
HCA RITA 3081

You have your favorite calves all summer long and when you go out and check
pastures after a thunderstorm obviously you are relieved to know that all is well.
It was a sigh of relief also when this stud come walking over the hill. That is the
kind that he is. The Daddy’s Money semen may get harder to come by and this
is a son that is the real deal. The dam to this bull does not miss either. Several of
her sons have made the trip to Denver with us. Every
heifer she has ever had has been in one of our fall BW ADJ. WW
610 lbs.
sales. This bull is really athletic on the move, he has a 84 lbs.
big hip and is great in his shoulder. Big footed bull.
Making females or steers or just good cattle, this guy has our vote of confidence.

Ohlrichs & Friends COMMERCIAL MAN’S BULL SALE PG 13

Our Goose cow just does it over and over no matter how she is mated. It does
not matter if they are bulls, steers or heifers. In fact this past fall we sold five head
out of Goose that were either full or half sibs to this bull. One of the heifers was
supreme champion first time out. Beyond his looks, this guy is more than
impressive across the scale. He come in with an actual weaning weight of 927#
on October 26th. That is impressive no matter what
breed he is. With all that power he is smooth jointed BW ADJ. WW
818 lbs.
and great shouldered. Not only will the calves weigh 94 lbs.
something in the fall, the females have that bred in
maternal ability. Just imagine what this bull can do on a set of Red Angus or
baldy cows. Really it does not matter the breed or breeds of your cows, the person
to reap the most benefits will be the person that takes him home. GUNSMOKE
will take you to the next level.
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OHL
GUN SMOKE 174G

13

03.04.19 \ Polled \ Grey \ ID: 174 \ 3/8 Maine & 2.25 Chi Bull
SIRE: NMR MATERNAL MADE

DAM: OHL GOOSE 1190Y

BPF MERCEDES BENZ
NMR 0-04X
YELLOW JACKET
AN X SM 6135 (MEYER)

14

Lot

15

Lot

OHL
GEARED UP 307-1G

OHL
GET AFTER IT 1168G

14

03.14.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 307-1 \ 3/8 Maine & 4.77 Chi Bull
BPF MERCEDES BENZ
NMR 0-04X
GEF OPEN BAR
DAM: OHL GLOWING IMAGE 307-1A
OHL COOL WHIP 307N

SIRE: NMR MATERNAL MADE

This is the third year we have mated this cow to Maternal Made and the
fourth full sib is on its way this spring. We have been
in the hopes to get a heifer. That is ok when they are BW ADJ. WW
659 lbs.
made like this. The Maternal Made’s have absolutely 88 lbs.
never let us down. They weigh well going across the
scale and the females are tremendous. This bull is big and sound footed, soft
bodied and has the square hip with muscle in his top. His granddam goes back
to our Cool Whip cow. A female producer all day long.

15

04.19.19 \ Scurred \ BWF \ ID: 1168 \ 1/4 Maine, 1/8 Simm & 5/8 Angus Bull
SIRE: CARD WHISKEY BOY 77A
DAM: OHL 1168

IRISH WHISKEY
LLW TEA 37W
OCC JUPITER
OHL 9168W

This bull is a notch younger than some of the other bulls in the sale but he
does not back off in terms of performance. A 733#
wean weight on an April calf is not bad. Not only BW ADJ. WW
784 lbs.
that, he is good looking and made really good. We 93 lbs.
keep every Whiskey Boy heifer we can because they
milk, have great attitudes and have performance. Whiskey Boy himself is starting
to get some age to him but you would never guess it. He is sound as a cat and
in good riggins. That tells us there is longevity in him and that alone is worth a
lot. They do not stay at our place just to keep one around. He stamps them just
as good as he is.

Ohlrichs & Friends COMMERCIAL MAN’S BULL SALE PG 15

OHL
GIDDY UP 0127G

16

03.17.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: O127 \ 3/8 Maine & 3.5 Chi Bull
SIRE: STATE OF MIND
DAM: OHL BAR MAID 0127X

COMFORT ZONE
CAMPBELLCO SANGRIA
GEF OPEN BAR
OHL 5127

Our 0127 cow. Better known as Bar Maid around here has been around for
a day or two. Every year she weans off something special in the fall. This bull had an impressive weaning BW ADJ. WW
804 lbs.
weight of 849#. He is the kind that will give you 89 lbs.
bragging rights when you sell your calves in the fall.
Even if you feed them out yourself they will be the easy gaining and high cutability cattle. Another plus, the daughters out of Bar Maid have been exceptional.
Maternal ability and performance ALL IN ONE PACKAGE here.

OHL
GOOD NITE 5239G

17

03.23.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 5239 \ 3/8 Maine, 1/8 Simm & 1/2 Angus Bull
SIRE: CARD WHISKEY BOY 77A
DAM: YARDLEY CUPCAKE C228

IRISH WHISKEY
LLW TEA 37W
OHL NEXT TO HEAVEN 17Z
MISS YARDLEY X51

The dam to the Lots 1, 2, and 7 bulls is also the dam to the sire of this bulls
dam. We mated her to Whiskey Boy and oh what a
set of females this one will produce. If you are in the BW ADJ. WW
648 lbs.
commercial cattle business or wanting to raise some 70 lbs.
club calves, the females out of this bull would be the
real ticket. Sound structured, easy fleshing, beautiful uddered females and a cool
look and as a bonus - great haired. This would make an awesome bull to put on
crossbred, club calf made cows. Keep in mind his 70# birth weight.

OHL
WELLS FARGO 2G

18

01.12.19 \ Polled \ B/W \ ID: 2 \ 3/16 Maine & 13/16 Angus Bull
SIRE: SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303
DAM: KELLER DONNA

GAMBLES HOT ROD
SILVEIRAS ELBA 2520
IRISH WHISKEY
SAUGHATCHEE 3000C

This one is kinda like the Wells Fargo truck as it rolls by. Did you feel the
ground shake? That is the kind of authority he has as
he walks by. Deep bodied, easy fleshing and extra BW ADJ. WW
682 lbs.
sound. Do not let the little extra white on him stop 89 lbs.
you. He is the type to make those baldies all day long
on angus cows. There is a pile of performance in this bull and he comes in a
package with a long and square hip. Did you study his pedigree? He will make
heifers too.
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OHL
GOLD RUSH 1176G

19

05.19.19 \ Polled \ BWF \ ID: 1176 \ 1/8 Simm & 1/8 Maine Angus Bull
SIRE: CARD WHISKEY BOY 77A

DAM: KDJ FOREVER LADY 107

IRISH WHISKEY
LLW TEA 37W
DUFF BASIC INSTINCT 6501
KDJ FOREVER LADY 90

If a picture is worth a thousand words, well then, this one says it all. A year
ago we had a full brother that had the same spot in the bull sale catalog as far as
age. His age did not bother him one bit either. Several years ago we purchased
his mother from Kelvin Jorgensen as a heifer calf. We said that Kelvin would
never have let her leave his place if he would have known the outcome. We mentioned that to him last year and all he said is “you’re
right.” There are several bulls in the sale who’s grand- BW ADJ. WW
703 lbs.
dam is the 1176 cow. She never did miss and fortu- 85 lbs.
nately we have every daughter out of her (never
enough). Sadly this is the last 1176 calf. We do realize this bull is young but if
you want to make an upgrade in your females, you will want to be taking him
home with you. The first word to describe this bull is GOOOD!!”

Ohlrichs & Friends COMMERCIAL MAN’S BULL SALE PG 17

All of us breeders that raise these cattle for a living know that gut feeling at
calving when that special one is born. Well that special one is right here. This is
not the first good one his mother has produced. As a first calver her bull calf was
our second high seller. His dam Stormy was the Supreme Champion Female at
the Nebraska State Fair Open Junior Show. She was flushed after just her first
calf. As for Storm Chaser himself, he is super soft
pasterned, square hipped, cool fronted and soft BW ADJ. WW
789 lbs.
ribbed. This one is sure to make those really cool 93 lbs.
females and bulls. He will take your cow herd to the
NEXT LEVEL.
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OHL
STORM CHASER 5217G

20

03.24.19 \ Polled \ BWF \ ID: 5217 \ 3/4 Simm & 1/4 Angus Bull
SIRE: W/C RELENTLESS 32C

DAM: STORMY 5217

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
MR HOC BROKER
MISS ROXY

OHL
GRAND SLAM 6176G

21

03.22.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 6176 \ 3/4 Simm & 1/4 Angus Bull
SIRE: W/C PASSWORD 28E

DAM: OHL DREAM MAKER 6176D

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
SVF STEEL FORCE S701
KDJ FOREVER LADY 107

Who is Password? That is a question we have been asked a lot this past fall.
He is a full brother to Relentless that we purchased from Wernings and this is his
first calf crop. These Pass Word sired calves have been exciting to watch all year,
both heifers and bulls. They are flat good cattle. They have a great foundation
under them, big footed and soft pasterned. Soft bodied, easy fleshing and as a
bonus they are good haired. Most importantly they
have performance. This bull was named Grand Slam BW ADJ. WW
725 lbs.
for a reason, his mother hit it out of the park as only 90 lbs.
a second calver. He has incredible shape to his top
and hip, a great hind leg and still maintains smoothness through his front shoulders. This bull will put the GRAND SLAM into your herd. Buy with confidence.

Ohlrichs & Friends COMMERCIAL MAN’S BULL SALE PG 19

Who ever takes this Currency bull home only needs to have one thought in
mind on the way home ... show me the money. Money is exactly what this guy
will be putting in your pocket. An incredible 898# weaning weight and he has
not stopped there. His dam produced one of our high sellers in our bull sale last
year as a first calf heifer. We call his mother Brooke, who is also the dam to the
Lot 27 bull which is her natural calf. This bull is a beast from end to end but yet
so smooth in every way. He can move just like his
mother. She can glide and stide like a cat. His dam BW ADJ. WW
91 lbs.
792 lbs.
was past champion % Simmental female at Kansas
City for Sara Sullivan. Yes, she won a banner but most importantly is the way she
produces. We are pretty excited about both of the bulls in the sale out of her. You
should see the heifers in the replacement lot out of her, they are ear marked to
only stay at the OHL. This guy will make replacements and add performance.
The bulls with a little extra white on them are the ones that will make baldies all
day long.

PG 20
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OHL
GOD FATHER 4168-1G

22

03.04.19 \ Polled \ BWF \ ID: 4168-1 \ 3/4 Simm & 1/4 Angus Bull
SIRE: RUBY’S CURRENCY 7134C

DAM: J6RA TINGE 6546D

WBF SIGNIFICANT B132
RUBY’S JILL 035X
MR HOC BROKER
GF EVENING TINGE 1X

OHL
GOOD TIMES 6192G

23

03.21.19 \ Polled \ BWF \ ID: 6192 \ 5/8 Simm & 3/8 Angus Bull
SIRE: FHEN HALFTIME A127

DAM: OHL DA MYSTERY 6192D

SAV BRILLIANCE 8077
R&R MISS CUT ABOVE Y127
MR TR BOTTOMS UP 4423B
SANDEEN LADY 114

You pretty much can not make one any smoother than this bull and still
maintain muscle and power like he has. His dam is a first calver that did an
incredible job. After she calves this spring she will become a donor cow here. This
bull weaned off at 919# and just keeps rolling. He is a long, smooth muscled bull
with lots of body. Extremely long spined and maybe as smooth of a shoulder as
we have ever seen. At the ground he is flawless. Big
footed and long strided. No doubt this bull is made BW ADJ. WW
906 lbs.
for the long haul. Everyday he just gets more and 87 lbs.
more impressive. No matter what kind or breed you
raise, turn this bull out with the cows and collect a check at weaning. This bull
is headed to Denver to be a part of our Pen of Three Simmental bulls.

Ohlrichs & Friends COMMERCIAL MAN’S BULL SALE PG 21

Here we go again with another bull out of a first calf heifer. Night Watch
did an awesome job on our first calf heifers. It is pretty hard to argue a 865#
weaning weight off of a cow or a first calver. This bull has lots of style, is very
well balanced and athletic on the move.
Smooth jointed and long smooth muscled
BW ADJ. WW
with plenty of power when you get behind 83 lbs.
832 lbs.
him. No extra fluff and puff, just a real good
bull.

OHL
GAME PLAN 7140G

03.04.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 7140 \ 5/8 Simm & 3/8 Angus Bull
SIRE: W/C NIGHT WATCH 84E

DAM: OHL EXCUSE ME 7140E

PG 22
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24

CCR ANCHOR 9071B
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
CARD UPROAR 614B
D M MEMORY

25

Lot

26

Lot

OHL
GOOD MOVE 240G

25

03.09.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 240 \ 3/4 Simm & 1/4 Angus Bull
W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
JASS SABLE’S TIME 1223R
MR HOC BROKER
DAM: BCC/GS MISS BROKER B733
ANTHOLZ SATIN PRIDE 733

SIRE: JASS ON THE MARK 69D

This is the only On The Mark bull we have this BW ADJ.
WW
year but we did have several heifers. One of which 89 lbs.
684 lbs.
topped our first sale this fall at $24,000. You can sure
make your bet that we used more of him. This is a really cool 3/4 blood simmy
that is really well balanced. He is easy fleshing with a big top and excellent on
the move. His donor dam is no stranger to raising good bulls for us. If you want
to produce some really good baldies with your next calf crop, Good Move would
be a Good Choice.

OHL
GUZZLER 462-1G

26

03.24.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 462-1 \ 3/4 Simm & 1/4 Angus Bull
YARDLEY UTAH Y361
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
SVF STEEL FORCE S701
DAM: OHL TOO MUCH FUN 462-1B
F A ROSE 925

SIRE: W/C RELENTLESS 32C

There is no doubt that we believe in cow families
BW ADJ. WW
here at the OHL. This bulls dam is just one of three 90
lbs.
751 lbs.
full sisters here. All three of them are excellent producers and have yet to disappoint us. This year the other two had heifers that
sold this last fall for $24,000 and $7,750. This bull can hold his own right along
with them. He is built with muscle and power and still maintains smooth joints
and shoulders. To make him a complete package he is good necked and clean
chested. He also checks all the rest of the boxes when we talk about maternal,
performance and phenotype. GOOD STOCK.

Ohlrichs & Friends COMMERCIAL MAN’S BULL SALE PG 23

27

Lot

28

Lot

OHL
GAMBLER 6249G

27

03.02.19 \ Polled \ BWF \ ID: 6249 \ 3/4 Simm & 1/4 Angus Bull
SIRE: W/C RELENTLESS 32C
DAM: J6RA TINGE 6546D

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
MR HOC BROKER
GF EVENING TINGE 1X

We absolutely love the Broker/Relentless combinaBW ADJ. WW
tion. These cattle are built for the long haul in many 89 lbs.
783 lbs.
ways. Structure is incredible right along with performance and maternal abilities. He has a big square hip and top and extra length
of side. This bull is a natural calf. His dam Brooke was turned into a donor cow
right after her first calf. She is also the donor dam to lot 22. She has that cool blaze
face and may be one of our best milking cows. That being said she is still really
sound uddered. This guy pushed down the scale at weaning coming off of the cow
at 849#. If replacement females are important and you want your calves to help
pay extra bills in the fall, take this guy home to your cows.
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OHL
GUN SLINGER 1192G

28

03.04.19 \ Polled \ BWF \ ID: 1192 \ 5/8 Simm & 3/8 Angus Bull
SIRE: W/C RELENTLESS 32C
DAM: SANDEEN LADY 114

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
SANDEEN SALUTE OR SURREN
SANDEEN 14

As we have said so many times in the past, we
BW ADJ. WW
believe in the consistancy of cow families. The dam 94
lbs.
805 lbs.
to this bull is also the granddam to Lot 23. We had
to finally sell this cow this fall as age was no longer in her favor. Not before she
brought home this 915# bull calf and he is still putting it on. This bull has a
tremendous hip and body along with a long, cool front. Massive but yet he is
smooth made. Power is in the blood.

29

Lot

30

Lot

OHL
GOLD STRIKE 2197G

29

03.08.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 2197 \ 1/2 Simm & 1/2 Angus Bull
SIRE: MR HOC BROKER
DAM: KDJ PRIDE 246

SVF STEEL FORCE
JM BF H25
DUFF NEW EDITION 6108
KDJ MISS PRIDE 743

Pretty much what you see is what you get with BW ADJ. WW
this bull - and that means you get a lot of bull. If we 94 lbs.
696 lbs.
were to bet this could probably be one of the highest
gaining bulls of them all. It is going to be fun to get a weight on him at sale time.
If you need a bull that will add extra growth and more frame to your calf crop
and not give up muscle and depth of body this guy can help you out. His dam
has never missed having a calf in either our heifer or bull sales. She is super consistant and that is what we expect for you out of this bull.

OHL
GRAVY TRAIN 207G

30

03.07.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 207 \ 1/2 Simm & 2.52 Chi Bull
SIRE: MR HOC BROKER
DAM: OHL TATTLETALE 207Z

SVF STEEL FORCE
JM BF H25
GCC TOTAL RECALL 806T
OHL CRAZY ME 007X

If you were to take percentage of body weight this
BW
WW
cow weans off from cow to calf it would be a rather 96 lbs. ADJ.
805 lbs.
high percent. His dam is moderate in size but is a
tank. She can wean off the pounds. In a nut shell this bull is stout and deep. He
has the performance to pass on and add those extra pounds at weaning. If you
want to keep replacements out of him, go ahead. The Broker/Total Recall combination has maternal written all over and are truly hard to beat.
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Once again another first calf heifer that went beyond the call of duty weaning
her first calf off at 837#. This 3/4 Simmental bull is absolutely a truck. He is athletic on the move and smooth jointed. The Night Watch sired bulls are smooth
made through their shoulders and still maintain smoothness of muscle throughout and not giving up power. They can gain. If you want to add extra pounds to
your calf crop this guy can help you out.
BW ADJ. WW
80 lbs.

825 lbs.

OHL
GAME DAY 7251G

03.10.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 7251 \ 3/4 Simm & 1/4 Angus Bull
SIRE: W/C NIGHT WATCH 84E

DAM: EXCUSES 7251E
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31

CCR ANCHOR 9071B
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
MR HOC BROKER
EXAR LUCY 3353

32

Lot

33

Lot

OHL
GOOD CHOICE 7244G ‘BUCKETS’

32

03.11.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 7244 \ 3/4 Simm & 1/4 Angus Bull
SIRE: W/C NIGHT WATCH 84E
DAM: BBRS ESMERALDA 757E

CCR ANCHOR 9071B
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
SAV BRILLIANCE 8077
STNW EMILY

This bulls registered name is Good Choice and he BW ADJ. WW
is every bit of that. We know him as “”Buckets”“ 76 lbs.
795 lbs.
around here. Do not really know how or why we
started calling him that when he was less than two weeks old. His disposition has
been unbelievable since then. He would be an awesome choice to put on first
calf heifers with two shots of calving ease in his pedigree. He has performance to
go with it weaning off at 804#. As you can see through his shoulders that he is
smooth but still has power and muscle to make pounds. We feel like a broken
record with these Night Watch bulls but they all are high performing and
smooth made. They are truly the CATTLEMENS KIND.

OHL
GAME POINT 765G

33

03.07.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 765 \ 1/2 Simm Bull
SIRE: W/C NIGHT WATCH 84E
DAM: OHL EXTRA SMILES 765E

CCR ANCHOR 9071B
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
OHL REVELATION 0187B
OHL CREAM PUFF 365N

As the saying goes, the Power is in the Blood and
BW ADJ. WW
that could not be more true than right here. Two of 76
lbs.
739 lbs.
our best cow families on the dams side and then he
is sired by Night Watch. Revelation was a Lut son out of our 717-1 cow that we
sold. Cream Puff was a Hot Rod/Whiplash. Maternally bred all the way. His
dam was another first calf heifer weaning one off in the mid 700’s. He would be
another great choice for first calf heifers and one to keep replacements out of.

Ohlrichs & Friends COMMERCIAL MAN’S BULL SALE PG 27

34

Lot

35

Lot

OHL
GANGSTER 6176-1G

34

04.24.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 6176-1 \ PB Simmental Bull
YARDLEY UTAH Y361
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
MR TR BOTTOMS UP 4423B
DAM: OHL DREAM COME TRUE 6176-1D
OHL TOUCH O FAITH 3176A

SIRE: W/C PASSWORD 28E

The great granddam to this bull is our 1176 cow BW ADJ. WW
who is also the mother to Lot 19. This is one of the 85 lbs.
763 lbs.
few purebred simmys we have to offer. There is a lot
of quality here but is younger than most of the bulls in the sale. Study him close,
he is impressive in the way that he is made. He is good in his movement and
structure. Big hipped and topped and lays nice through his shoiulder. If you are
a purebred breeder raising seed stock or a commercial cattleman this bull is built
right and will not disappoint you with his calf crop.
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OHL KL
GAME CALL 7G

35

03.14.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 7 \ PB Simmental Bull
SIRE: W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
DAM: CKCC CAMI 104C

REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
AUBREYS BLACK BLAZE III
WS PILGRIM H182U
COUNTESS 104Y

The Kleinschmidt’s actually raised this bull and
BW
WW
asked if they could put him in the sale. When they 89 lbs. ADJ.
687 lbs.
told us what he was we automatically said yes. Yes
because of the cow power behind him without even seeing him. No doubt he is
everything they said and we thought he would be. You love this bull on the move
and the softness through the center portion of his body. He is clean fronted and
attractive for a purebred Simmental. When you get right behind him, he has
nothing but power. This bull will make a really good set of half bloods.

OHL
ELM MOUND 283G

36

02.25.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 7267 \ PB Simmental Bull
GW PREMIUM BEEF 021TS
T60
ELM MOUND IDT KAYNE A1
DAM: ELM MOUND KAYNE E283
ELM MOUND LOCK N LOAD B208

SIRE: ELM MOUND PREMBEEF E338

What you see is what you get and that is pure beef. This purebred Simmental
is out of a first calver and walked off the scale weighing 856# at weaning. We will be the first ones to tell BW ADJ. WW
807 lbs.
you that he is not extra fancy but he makes up for it 91 lbs.
in terms of the way he has preformed and gained. At the end of the day weight
pays the bills and that is just what he will do.

OHL
GO GET EM 6233G

37

03.09.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 6233 \ 3/4 Simm & 1/4 Angus Bull
YARDLEY UTAH Y361
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
ZKCC CHOPPER 844U
DAM: BOSS LAKE MS NEW EDITION
BOSS NEW EDITION 966

SIRE: W/C RELENTLESS 32C

Go Get Em is absolutely royally bred. Relentless, Chopper and on the Angus
side of his pedigree is a full sister to Duffs Hobart.
We liked this mating so well that we did it again. BW ADJ. WW
683 lbs.
This time we are hoping for a heifer. Either way we 91 lbs.
are excited. Good moving, smooth jointed, powerful hip and maternally bred. A
real well rounded bull. He will compliment any cow herd.

OHL
GUS 7250G

38

03.13.19 \ Horned \ Black \ ID: 7250 \ 3/8 Simm & 5/8 Angus Bull
SIRE: DMCC SWITCHBOARD 5D
DAM: SHLI PRIDE QUEEN 1701

REMINGTON SECRET WEAPON 185
DMCC BUBBLES 6B
PVF INSIGHT 0129
SCC JANE’S TIME CHANGE 5003

As we have been talking about throughout the offering, our first calf heifers
are ones that we could not be more proud of. Switch
Board was a baldy Secret Weapon son that we pur- BW ADJ. WW
776 lbs.
chased from Diamond M Cattle a few years ago and 86 lbs.
used him on heifers. This mating worked. His mother is an Insight and she did her job putting everthing into her calf weaning him
off at 772#. This bull is really good headed, long necked and smooth shouldered
with lots of body. He also will make an incredible set of replacement heifers.
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39

Lot

40

Lot

OHL
GATOR 6242G

39

04.20.19 \ Scurred \ BWF \ ID: 6242 \ 5/8 Simm & 3/8 Angus Bull
REMINGTON SECRET WEAPON 185
DMCC BUBBLES 6B
BUSHS UNBELIEVABLE 423
DAM: RUBY BRUP MAG LADY 15D
RUBYS MAGNETIC LADY 328A

SIRE: DMCC SWITCHBOARD 5D

You may ask, why do you keep one that is that BW ADJ. WW
young? Hopefully this picture explains it all and wait 93 lbs.
725 lbs.
until you see him in real life. His mother is sired by
Bush’s Unbelievable. She has that picture perfect udder. The replacements out of
this guy will be first class. If your operation is one that calves a little later or you
have a fall program, latch onto this one. He is cool and good. He would make a
great outcross to some club calf cows without having calving issues.
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OHL
GATORADE 6193G

40

04.08.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 6193 \ 3/4 Simm & 1/4 Angus Bull
SIRE: W/C PASSWORD 28E
DAM: OHL DIG IT 6193D

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
MR TR BOTTOMS UP 4423B
FBF Y-HOSS 082Y

Password rides again. No it is just time to log in
on this bull and take him home. You need to see this
bull in person. He is deep and stout made with a nice
shoulder. This bull is a meat wagon with class.

BW

88 lbs.

ADJ. WW
781 lbs.

OHL
GENTLEMAN 6222G

41

04.06.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 6222 \ 1/4 Simm & 3/4 Angus Bull
SIRE: ZKCC STURGIS 606D

DAM: OHL DEEP THINKER 6222D

ZKCC CHOPPER 844U
ERICA OF HOLIDAY 1005

This is the only Sturgis bull in the line up, all the others were heifers. Yes, he
is only a 1/4 Simmental and 3/4 Angus but he has plenty to offer in terms of performance and his easy fleshing ability. Maternal power comes with him also. He
is made really good by means of structure, fleshing ability and smoothness
throughout. He is built for the long haul. An easy bull to appreciate.
BW

86 lbs.

ADJ. WW
872 lbs.

BARSTOW CASH
DICKAUS RES ENT 452
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42

Lot

43

Lot

DOST
TOP SHELF 656G

42

02.19.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 656 \ PB Angus Bull
GAMBLES HOT ROD
SILVEIRAS ELBA 2520
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102
DAM: EDLE FOREVER LADY 656D
RCL FOREVER LADY 042

SIRE: SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303

Be sure to find this guy on sale day. He is one of BW ADJ. WW
the best bulls we have ever raised. It’s easy to notice 79 lbs.
756 lbs.
this bull has more power, substance, bone and foot
than you typically see in an Angus bull. Sired by the very popular Styles bull,
here is an opportunity to own a really good bull both phenotypically and genetically. His maternal brother sold in last year’s sale. Their dam will be entering our
donor program this spring. Take the time to study this bull, he is special.
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DOST
CAPTAIN 9189G

43

02.17.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 12 \ 50% Simm & 50% Angus Bull
SIRE: SVF STEEL FORCE S701
DAM: DOS REBA 9189

CNS DREAM ON L186
SVF SHEZA BEAUTY L901
TC FREEDOM 104
WAR COMMAND 9189 3164

If you need to add some extra muscle and power
BW
WW
into your calves, this bull will do the job. His dam, a 88 lbs. ADJ.
771 lbs.
TC Freedom daughter, has raised many high quality
bulls that have sold through this sale in the past, and his sire, Steel Force, needs
no introduction. He is a soft made simmi-angus bull that can get out and travel
with ease. Whether you raise stocker feeders or breeding stock this bull will do
great things for your herd.

DOST FINAL STRAW 5211G

44

02.20.19 \ Polled \ Black
ID: O47 \ 50% Simm & 50% Angus Bull
CNS DREAM ON L186
SIRE: SVF STEEL FORCE S701
SVF SHEZA BEAUTY L901
WAR FALL OF FAME 8023
DAM: DOS ROSIE 5211
WAR FLYER 5211 4134

The final opportunity to add these outstanding genetics
BW ADJ. WW
to your herd. This bull is the last of the embryos that we
86 lbs.
767 lbs.
have for this mating. His full sibs have proven to sire high
performing feeder cattle as well as exceptional replacement females. Just like his brothers,
this bull is full of performance and growth. With an actual weaning weight of 912
pounds, a proven genetic package, and built stout and rugged, this bull is a sure bet.

DOST SARGENT 047G

45

03.07.19 \ Polled \ Blac
ID: 047Y \ 50% Simm & 50% Angus Bull
REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
SIRE: W/C LOCK DOWN 206Z
G C F MISS NEW LEVEL R206
SVF STAR POWER S802
DAM: DOST ASHTYN 047Y
DOS DAISY 047

A baldy Lock Down son that combines that right
BW ADJ. WW
amount of muscle shape, body and length of spine into a
78 lbs.
744 lbs.
very sound and attractive package. With the way he is bred
and his structural design, we feel this bull could be used on heifers. Yet, you won’t have
to sacrifice growth and performance. He is a half-blood bull that will work on a variety
of cows.

DOST STONE COLD 526G

46

03.21.19 \ Polled \ White
ID: 526 \ PB Charolais Bull
M&M OUTSIDER 4003
SIRE: TR MR OUTKAST 6605D
TR MS DIABLO 3631A
HCR SUCCESS 6073 PLD
DAM: BIG CREEK SMOKIN SUCCESS 528P
BIG CREEK SMOKIN DIXIE 251P
Here is a really complete and well balanced purebred
BW ADJ. WW
charolais bull that will work well in a purebred or commer81 lbs.
776 lbs.
cial herd. He is a little younger, but combines enough muscle shape and stoutness into a very sound and functional package. With M&M Outsider
as his grandsire, you will also be adding the most popular charolais genetics to your herd.
It’s no secret that the Charolais breed is known to add performance and this guy will do
just that.

WSS JUNIOR 906G

47

02.27.19 \ Polled \ Black
ID: 906 \ 50% Simm & 50% Angus Bull
W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
SIRE: ON THE MARK
JASS SABLES TIME 53X
LONESTAR X902
DAM: WSS MS. 615D
BRILLIANCE

I love this bull! He ties so many desired traits in such an
BW ADJ. WW
attractive package. He has natural shape and dimension
89 lbs.
776 lbs.
and couples it with a long spine and neck. His upsides are
endless. He should work on any cow base. His heifer calves will be amazing. His steer
calves will wean heavy and demand a premium at the sale barn. His mother has done a
heck of a job with her first two calves, weaning in excess of 60% of her body weight while
maintaining her condition. She has a great udder and carries her weight as she nurtures
her calves. How’s that for some maternal value!
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WSS BULLSEYE 931G

48

03.11.19 \ Polled \ Black
ID: 931 \ 50% Simm & 50% Angus Bull
W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
SIRE: ON THE MARK
JASS SABLES TIME 53X
SAV BRAVE 8320
DAM: GCC BARBARAMERE 632B
ETR MISS 8609

Definitely the chunky power bull of these three On the
BW ADJ. WW
Mark half-brothers. From the tip of his nose to the tip of
84 lbs.
730 lbs.
his tail, he is loaded with red meat and power. He is sure to
transmit these traits to his future offspring. 931 blends power and soundness, into a functional real-world package. His mother is as stout of a purebred Angus cow as you can find
and has been doing a great job in our program making replacement females.

WSS YODA 921G

49

03.03.19 \ Polled \ Black
ID: 921 \ 50% Simm & 50% Angus Bull
W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
SIRE: ON THE MARK
JASS SABLES TIME 53X
OCC EMBLAZON 854E
DAM: GCC HALEIGH A720
FINK MISS 7228 36 MC

This huge bellied, On the Mark son is out of an aweBW ADJ. WW
some Emblazon 854E daughter. 921 is a deep ribbed,
83 lbs.
754 lbs.
sound moving, easy fleshing, soggy made bull that has been
a standout in our pasture all summer. Grab hold of these genetics which are backed by an
awesome Angus-based cow family. I promise you won’t regret it!

WSS GRONK 911G

50

02.20.19 \ Polled \ Black Baldy
ID: 911 \ 50% Simm & 50% Angus Bull
ZKCC CHOPPER
SIRE: MOMENTUM
SVF SHEZA BEAUTY L901
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035
DAM: WSS MS. LANEY 230Z
COMMERCIAL ANGUS

Here’s a huge curve bender bull with a modest 86
BW ADJ. WW
pound birthweight and a scale smashing 877 pound wean61 lbs.
624 lbs.
ing weight. He’s an attractive looking, stout boned and bigmuscled bull on a set of feet and legs that will carry him across any country you throw in
front of him. His mother has been in our donor pen for a few years and her calves are
always some of our most anticipated. We sold a full-sib heifer two years ago for 16k. He
will add pounds to your steer calves and leave a beautiful set of baldy replacement heifers
that will make your mouth water.

WSS PEPPER 901G

51

03.14.19 \ Polled \ Black
ID: 901 \ PB Angus Bull
GAMBLES HOT ROD
SIRE: SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303
SILVEIRAS ELBA 2520
DAMERON FIRST CLASS
DAM: GCC BUSINESS ELITE
OCC LEGEND 616L

What a rare opportunity here with this calving ease son
BW ADJ. WW
of the great Style 9303 who has been so dominant in the
86 lbs.
877 lbs.
Angus breed for the last several years. 901's momma is a
first calf heifer and she is gorgeous! She is extremely maternal, with a perfect udder. We
have exceeedingly high hopes for her moving forward. Her Style son is loose made and
sound structured. Just imagine the set of replacements 901 will produce and he should
be an excellent option on your heifers.
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BS
OPPORTUNITY 2G

52

03.15.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 716 \ 3/4 Simm; 1/8 Maine & 1/8 Angus Bull
SIRE: JASS ON THE MARK

DAM: BBRS ANGEL 392A

W/C LOADED UP 119Y
JASS SABLE’S TIME 53X
ZKCC CHOPPER 844U

DAM: BBRS Angel 392A

Opportunity is exactly what this powerhouse baldie bull is! This bull is a combination of what we feel are some of the best, most proven genetics available
today. There have been countless high sellers and
BW ADJ. WW
many banners hung by Angel progeny. This is the 80 lbs.
685 lbs.
kind you need to raise the highly sought after baldy
replacement females, and high preforming bulls and steers.

GCC MISS WHISKEY 533S
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53

Lot

54

Lot

BS
RANCHER 3G

53

03.20.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 148 \ 3/4 Simm & 1/4 Angus Bull
SIRE: ETR BLITZ 208E
DAM: JSD NATALIE 148B

PROFIT
HCCO COUNTESS 167C
MR HOC BROKER
148N

Cody and I purchased a breeding share in
BW ADJ. WW
Hartman’s popular Profit son, and he is doing all we 82 lbs.
670 lbs.
could ask for. Note his great birth to weaning spread
and flawless phenotype. We feel this sharp looking blaze face will be an asset to
any ranch!
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BS
SNEAK ATTACK 1G

54

03.17.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 624 \ 3/4 Simm; 1/8 Maine & 1/8 Angus Bull
SIRE: ETR BLITZ 208E
DAM: DMCC KITTY 80A

PROFIT
HCCO COUNTESS 167C
REMINGTON SECRET WEAPON 185
DMCC TIGER 5T

Here is a huge bodied stout ended solid black stud
BW ADJ. WW
horse. I love what these 3/4 bulls can accomplish in 75 lbs.
680 lbs.
a herd. This bull is stacked with breed greats on both
sides of his pedigree. This bull will leave great daughters, adding sustance and
mass of body to his offspring.

BS
TUFFY 6G

55

03.08.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 710 \ 5/8 Simm & 3/8 Angus Bull
MR TR HAMMER 308A ET
SVF STEEL FORCE S701
WWSC SLIDER
ZEIS REAL STEEL A23

SIRE: THOR 503C
DAM: BS MISS STEEL 710E

This bull’s sire was raised by Vogler & Kersten out of their famous Crysteel
Tango female. He is now at Mike Moser’s in North
Dakota and doing amazing things. A female he raised BW ADJ. WW
525 lbs.
by Thor just brought $11,000 In Al Bruhn’s incredi- 70 lbs.
ble female sale. Study your pedigree here, with the
great Steel Force on both sides, here is a bull safe for heifers that you will want
to keep all the daughters out of.

BS
QUICK STOP 5G

56

03.06.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 711 \ 5/8 Simm & 3/8 Angus Bull
SIRE: GSC GCCO DEW NORTH
DAM: BS MISS 711E

HTP/SVF DURACELL T52
WELSH’S SCARLET 161Z
WWSC SLIDER
GCC MOMENTUM

As you can see, Lots 55-59 are all out of Slider first calf heifers, with these
next 4 all being out of Griswold’s Dew North bull.
These bulls are no doubt, absolute calving ease bulls! BW ADJ. WW
540 lbs.
We had 21 Dew North calves born in 2019 and did 70 lbs.
not assist any! Buy with confidence.

BS
NORTH STAR 4G

57

03.04.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 713 \ 1/2 Simm & 1/2 Angus Bull
HTP/SVF DURACELL T52
WELSH’S SCARLET 161Z
WWSC SLIDER
DAM: TBSC SMOOTH WHISKEY 713E
IRISH WHISKEY

SIRE: GSC GCCO DEW NORTH

You have to admire the phenotype this bull possesses. The Dew North calves
will get up and teach their mothers how to nurse!
BW ADJ. WW
65 lbs.

525 lbs.
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BS
NORTH SHOT 7G

58

03.08.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 777 \ 1/2 Simm; 3/8 Angus; 1/8 Maine Bull
SIRE: GSC GCCO DEW NORTH
DAM: BBR ELAINE 777E ET

HTP/SVF DURACELL T52
WELSH’S SCARLET 161Z
WWSC SLIDER
C&C MCKINLEY 3000 EXAR

Outstanding pedigree here. C&C McKinnley is a First Class raised at express
out of GCC MISS WHISKEY 533S, the Dam of the
BW ADJ. WW
“Angel” donor we featured with Lot 52.
72 lbs.

BS
SLIDIN NORTH 8G

550 lbs.

59

03.05.19 \ Polled \ Black \ ID: 724 \ 1/2 Simm & 1/2 Angus Bull
SIRE: GSC GCCO DEW NORTH
DAM: TBSC 724E

HTP/SVF DURACELL T52
WELSH’S SCARLET 161Z
WWSC SLIDER
SAV FINAL ANSWER 0035

“Slidin’ North” is a rugged made, good footed half blood that has calving ease
and female maker behind him in every generation.
These Dew North cattle are aggressive breeders that BW ADJ. WW
65 lbs.
520 lbs.
will get the job done!

JROB
GARY 912G

60

03.05.19 \ Scurred \ Black \ ID: 912 \ 1/2 Simm & 1/2 Angus Bull
SIRE: BOE GARTH 40B
DAM: HERB ANNIE 003Z

MINN HARD WHISKEY
BOE MISS JOLENE
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102
4G PRECISION 187

This Garth son is a sound made, complete bull that checks all the boxes. His
dam is a really good producing cow from the
Herbolshiemer program.
BW ADJ. WW
84 lbs.
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605 lbs.

JROB G-MONEY 9601G

61

02.14.19 \ Polled \ Black
ID: 9601 \ 3/8 Maine; 3/8 Angus; & 1/4 Simm Bull
GOET I-80
SIRE: DADDYS MONEY
JSC VELVET 112W
SS/PRS HIGH VOLTAGE 244X
DAM: 7484
ANGUS
There isn’t gonna be any more Daddy’s Money semen,
so these sons are going to be more valuable all the time!
Here is a low birthweight, no doubt heifer bull.

BW

62 lbs.

JROB 34G
SIRE: LD CAPITALIST
DAM: 34

ADJ. WW
550 lbs.

62

03.15.19 \ Polled \ Black
ID: 34 \ Commercial Angus Bull
CONNEALLY CAPITALIST
SAV HARVESTOR
COMM ANGUS
SLC SOONER 101M

Here is a big rugged commercial angus bull with a little
shot of Maine for extra length of body. We have been
usung the Capitalist bulls for years for their predictable
performance.

BW

75 lbs.

SWLV GERONIMO 543G

ADJ. WW
540 lbs.

63

02.25.19 \ Polled \ Black
ID: 543 \ PB Simmental Bull
PROFIT
SIRE: SWTR MR EXPRESS 120E
MS TR UPGRADE 3888A
SVF STEEL FORCE 5701
DAM: COOL RUNNINGS
SWSN 2-54

A lot of people want their cattle to get out and move,
BW ADJ. WW
this guy gets it done. He is athletic and free moving and
84 lbs.
648 lbs.
puts it down on a big foot and leg. There is a lot of growth
in this bull that will add pounds to your calf crop. Added bonus, he is a purebred.

KMZS GRAVITY 143G
SIRE: PROFIT
DAM: SWSN 2-54

64

01.02.19 \ Polled \ Black
ID: 143 \ 3/4 Simm & 1/4 Angus Bull
WS PILGRIM H182U
WAGR PANARAMA 204Z
WS A STEP UP X27
054 ANGUS

Pounds, mass, foot and bone if you are looking to add
any of these to your herd, this is the bull. He has all of
these traits along with look and style. He is true to his
name Gravity, everything pulls toward him.

BW

87 lbs.

ADJ. WW
715 lbs.
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